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Seafarms recognises and

acknowledges the occupancy

and prior ownership of the

Australian continent and

surrounding islands, by

Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander people.

 

Seafarms is committed to

working respectfully with the

Traditional Owners of all the

lands upon which our

operational sites are located.
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Seafarm's Aboriginal Engagement Strategy was developed by DM Management and Seafarms in 2017.

A thorough consultation process was undertaken with Native Title Holders (NTH), Traditional Owners, local

Aboriginal organisations and individuals and was discussed on the site locations of Project Sea Dragon.  As the

Strategy was prepared during the initial development phase of the Project, it was a Statement of Intent

describing how Seafarms intends to engage with, inform, discuss and partner with Aboriginal people.

 

The Aboriginal Engagement Strategy from 2017  is now ready to transition from a 'Statement of Intent' to

one that provides clear commitments, strategies and a timeline for implementation. However, before we leave

the 2017 version of the Strategy and its Statement of Intent behind, it is important to reflect on the document

itself as it has left a lasting positive legacy on how Seafarms engages with Aboriginal people. A critical

assessment of its strategies will be what has worked, what ones are no longer relevant and what new actions

need to be taken to move our journey forward. This is the purpose of this document. 

 

The 2017-2019 Progress Report will explore each of the nine (9) Focus Areas detailed in the 2017 Aboriginal

Engagement Strategy, the significance of the Legune ILUA and its influence in shaping future Seafarms

Aboriginal Engagement Strategy commitments, strategies and timelines for implementation. Qualitative rather

than quantitative measures dominate throughout this report and will inform what monitoring and evaluation

processes  are to be adopted for the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy in  future. It is anticipated that the

second version of the Seafarms Aboriginal Engagement Strategy will be ready for release during the first half of

2020. 

 

Various consultative mechanisms have been embedded throughout Project Sea Dragon and Seafarms

since the development of Aboriginal Engagement Strategy in 2017. A greater depth of understanding has been

unlocked of the cultural environment and context as Seafarms constructs, develops and creates a new industry

for Northern Australia.

 

Mechanisms include the formation of the Legune Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) Committee in

2018 , the creation of a new position and subsequent appointment of an Aboriginal Liaison Officer for Project

Sea Dragon and the funding by the company of a fully dedicated position within the Northern Land Council also

for the Project.

 

Consultation and discussion will continue with Aboriginal organisations, communities and individuals

to ensure that the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy develops genuine partnerships with Aboriginal people. It is

a living document and although changes will occur from time to time the vision, goal and core objectives of the

Aboriginal Engagement Strategy will remain consistent.

 

INTRODUCTION
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ILUA Signing, August 2017. 

Photo courtesy of the Northern Land Council.



To ensure that Project Sea Dragons
commitment to Aboriginal peoples
and community is embedded
throughout the organisation

V I S I O N

G O A L  
Maximise

opportunities for

local Aboriginal

employment

 

Undertake

mutually

beneficial

interactions with

local Aboriginal

businesses and

communities

 

Use land in a

manner that is

sensitive to

Aboriginal cultural

heritage and

Aboriginal rights

to land

C O R E
O B J E C T I V E S

To provide

unparalleled

opportunities for

Aboriginal

peoples and

communities

where Project

Sea Dragon is

proposed
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COMMENT ON VISION,
GOAL AND CORE
OBJECTIVES

Maximise opportunities for local Aboriginal employment

Undertake mutually beneficial interactions with local Aboriginal businesses and communities

Use land in a manner that is sensitive to Aboriginal cultural heritage and Aboriginal rights to land

It has been identified that the original Vision and Goal of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy, shown in the

previous page, need to be reversed to reflect the following. 

 

VISION : To provide unparalleled opportunities for Aboriginal peoples and communities throughout Seafarms.

 

GOAL: To ensure that Seafarms commitment to Aboriginal peoples and community is embedded throughout the

organisation.

 

 

The core objectives remain the same.

 

CORE OBJECTIVES :  

 

 

 

Strategies for achieving the core objectives are outlined within nine focus areas, these are:

 

1.            Cultural Awareness and Recognition

2.            Legislation 

3.            Project Awareness and Recognition

4.            Employment

5.            Training and education

6.            Contracting

7.            Business Development

8.            Reconciliation 

9.            Continuous improvement

 

In the following pages each of the focus areas and strategies will be discussed in greater detail, critically

assessed and reported on with recommendations for the future provided. It will be seen that some are sound

and should continue in their current form, whilst others have either been outgrown or overtaken by events and

need to be replaced with new more relevant strategies. 
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THE LEGUNE ILUA
 
The selected site for Project Sea Dragon's Grow Out Facility is Legune Station, Northern Territory. As the site is
subject to Native Title an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) is required.
 
Indigenous Land Use Agreements are a voluntary agreement between a Native Title group and others about the use
of land and waters. ILUA's allow people to negotiate flexible, pragmatic agreements to suit their particular
circumstances.
 
In respect to the Legune ILUA, the Northern Land Council had carriage of the complex consultations with Native Title
Holders and other parties and in August 2017 the Legune ILUA was signed. The Agreement establishes commitments
and obligations in relation to access, co-operation, cultural heritage, environmental, employment and business
matters at Legune Station for the next 95 years.
 
Unlike Legune, Native Title does not exist on other Project Sea Dragon sites or at Cardwell, the Company's
Queensland operations, consequently ILUAs are not required. Their absence though leaves a vacuum and many
unanswered questions namely, how will Seafarms engage with Aboriginal peoplesthroughout multiple sites across
Australia? It is here that the broader significance of the Legune ILUA comes into focus. 
 
The intent of the Legune ILUA can be adopted throughout Seafarms and strongly influence the Company's manner of
engaging with Aboriginal peoples at all sites not just for this moment, but literally, for generations to come. In this
way the ILUA has become a cornerstone document of Seafarms. 
 
It should be noted that the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy was being developed concurrent with the final stages
of the Legune ILUA confidential negotiations. The ILUA was known of but could not be used as a cornerstone
document that it has now become. 
 
The Legune ILUA was registered by the National Native Title Tribunal in December 2019.

“The agreement will deliver long-term benefits to Traditional Owners

and other Aboriginal people, 

 

....... I’m also happy to record that the agreement contains rigorous

provisions to protect sacred sites........

 

Above all, today’s agreement represents a willingness by Aboriginal

people to embrace development in northern Australia, even though

they’ve had to surrender their Native Title for 95 years,” 

J O E  M O R R I S O N  C E O  N O R T H E R N  L A N D  C O U N C I L  
S I G N I N G  O F  T H E   L E G U N E  I L U A  

3 0 T H  A U G U S T  2 0 1 7  
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CULTURAL AWARENESS
AND RECOGNITION 

Strategy 1:
 
Strategy 2:
 
Strategy 3:
 
 
 
 
Strategy 4:
 
Strategy 5:
 
 
 
 
 
Strategy 6:
 
Strategy 7:
 
 
 
 
Strategy 8: 
 
Strategy 9:
 
 
Strategy 10: 
 
 
Strategy 11:
 
 
 
Strategy 12:
 
 
Strategy 13:
 
Strategy 14: 
 
Strategy 15:
 
Strategy 16:
 
 
Strategy 17: 

Development of a Cultural Awareness Package that is generic as well as site specific.
 
Delivery of the Cultural Awareness Package.
 
a) Development of a site at Marralum to deliver the Cultural Awareness Training.
 
b) Kununurra Cultural Awareness Package delivery for the processing plant, separate delivery for
the Legune site.
 
Ongoing monitoring of the success of the Cultural Awareness Package (CAP).
 
a) Bynoe Harbour, Gunn Point and Darwin CAP delivery, utilising Larrakia Nation.
 
b) Cardwell CAP delivery utilising Girringun Aboriginal Corporation.
 
c) Innisfail CAP delivery utilising Nintiringanyi Cultural Training Centre.
 
Development and monitoring of a Gate List for access onto land for Traditional  Owners.
 
a) Acknowledgement of Traditional Owners of the land at the Company Board and shareholder
meetings and other formal occasions.
 
b) Annual Board meeting held on Country.
 
Traditional Owners invited to conduct Welcome to Country at major PSD events and functions.
 
Workshop cultural ecology, including protocols to provide effective and respectful manners of
communication with Aboriginal peoples.
 
Include by-line on all PSD email signature blocks that acknowledge the site specific Traditional
Owners.
 
Create an Aboriginal specific page on the PSD website with links to relevant websites with local
information, cultural celebrations and local site- specific corporation details.
 
 
Acknowledgement of the Traditional Owners of Legune on the PSD website homepage including
a video with a formal Welcome to Country.
 
Support nationally recognised Aboriginal days of significance.
 
Celebration on country marking the Project commencement.
 
Legune site Naming ceremony for each farm.
 
Fly the Aboriginal flag at the front of appropriate PSD buildings during business hours, if and
where PSD choose to fly the Australian flag. 
  
Interpretative cultural signage at the Legune site.

PSD will ensure that generic as well as site specific cultural awareness is delivered to all employees and

contractors in a timely manner; and that appropriate recognition becomes part of PSD’s embedded culture. 

 

PSD will ensure it respects Local Aboriginal culture, including complying with its obligations and undertakings

regarding the protection of Sacred Sites.
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Report
Legune : The Legune ILUA Committee and Native Title Holders have had considerable input into the design and content
of the Cultural Awareness Package for this site. At the request of the ILUA Committee, training delivery is varied and
includes the Native Title Holders themselves and Mirima Dawang Woorlab-Gerring Language and Culture Centre
(MDWg).
 
Native Title Holders have advised Seafarms and the Northern Land Council that Mantha (Welcome to Country) is a
central part of cultural respect and culture. Through the ILUA Committee, Native Title Holders and Seafarms have
agreed ways for all Seafarms people and Contractors to be properly Welcomed to Country. This occurs on Country.

 
Delivery trials by Native Title Holders of some aspects of Cultural Awareness Training have enabled leanings and
refinement of the product to occur.
 
Other sites: Initial discussions have occurred with appropriate organisations in respect to site specific Cultural
Awareness Training.
 
Generic: An overarching Seafarms Cultural Awareness Training is in the initial stages of being developed. 
 

Overall Progress:

Recommendation for the future:

Focus Area 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategies
Synthesise and broaden the perspective of the strategies to encompass all Seafarms sites whilst allowing for
regional variations.  

  C U L T U R A L  A W A R E N E S S

Enabled workshops for Legune Native Title Holders to

develop their own site specific cultural awareness

training 

 

Supported Legune Native Title Holders to deliver

Mantha at Marralum

 

The Legune ILUA Agreement signing 

The opening of Seafarms Head Office in Darwin, NT

Invited Traditional Owners to hold, and who held,

Welcome to Country at major Seafarms events

including 

 

Acknowledges Traditional Owners of the land at

Company Board, shareholder meetings and public

meetings.

R E C O G N I T I O N
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LEGISLATION 

Strategy 18:
 
 

PSD will ensure that its AES adheres to Northern Territory (NT), Western Australia (WA) and the

Commonwealth legislation relevant to Aboriginal engagement and will work to resolve inconsistencies

between legislative requirements, in the various areas of Aboriginal engagement e.g. employment and

training.

Review legislation requirements/changes.
 
 

Report

Overall Progress:

Seafarms has obtained numerous Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA) certificates in respect to the Legune
and Bynoe Project Sea Dragon sites.  
 

General comment:
Seafarms is compliant with Northern Territory (NT), Western Australia (WA) and Commonwealth legislation. 

Focus Area :
Not required as a Focus Area within the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy as undertaken as part of Seafarms
continuous improvement process. Delete.
 
Strategy: 
Strategy 18 : Review legislation requirements/changes. Undertaken as part of Seafarms continuous improvement
process. No longer to be included in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy.

Recommendation for the future:
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PROJECT AWARENESS
AND RECOGNITION 
PSD will ensure that  Project awareness and consultation takes place with local Aboriginal peoples. This will

include routine engagement with Native Title Holders to ensure implementation of the ILUA, as well as more

general updates for non-Native Title Holder local Aboriginal peoples. 

 

Timing, frequency and modalities of awareness and consultation will be iterative as the Project changes

and develops.

Strategy 19:
 
Strategy 20:
 
 
Strategy 21:
 
Strategy 22: 

Develop consultation methodology to be consistently delivered by all staff.
 
Develop the current promotional video audio in plain English to be culturally appropriate for local
Aboriginal communities.
 
Develop a communications strategy.
 
a)  Develop information packages for local information sessions on labour force requirements and
contract requirements.
 
b)  Site-specific packages developed for labour and contract requirements for Kununurra, Legune
and Bynoe Harbour.
 
 Report

Strategies 19, 20 and 21 require input from Seafarms communications area whilst Strategies 22a) and 22b) are more
appropriately mapped to the 'Employment' Focus Area. 
 

General comment:

Overall Progress:
The formation of the ILUA Committee in 2018 and the subsequent employment of a permanent Aboriginal Liaison
Officer within Seafarms and a funded position within the Northern Land Council has enabled greater Project awareness
and recognition. 
 

Recommendation for the future:
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Focus Area 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategies
Strategy 22 : 
a)  Develop information packages for local information sessions on labour force requirements and
contract requirements.
b)  Site-specific packages developed for labour and contract requirements for Kununurra, Legune and Bynoe
Harbour.
 
Map Strategy 22 a) and b) to the Employment Focus Area in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement
Strategy.



Sharing Project awareness & recognition with ....

  W A

East Kimberley College

Clontarf 

Mirima Language Centre

Waringarri Resource Centre

MG Corporation

Argyle Diamond Mine

East Kimberley Careers Expo

Kimberley Group Training (KGT)

Wunan Job Services

Many Rivers

Kimberley Development Commission

  N T

Legune ILUA Committee

Northern Land Council (NLC)

Larrakia Development Corporation

Thamarrurr Development Corporation (TDC)

Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA)

Northern Territory Business Network (NTIBN)

IE Projects

Group Training Northern Territory (GTNT)

Charles Darwin University (CDU)

National Indigenous Australians Agency (NIAA)

Rod Dyer, Project Sea Dragon Project Director  explaining to the Northern Land Council and Legune Native Title Holders 

the area where Farm Number 1 will be at Legune Station also known as the Grow Out Facility. 



EMPLOYMENT 

Strategy 23:
 
 
Strategy 24:
 
 
 
 
Strategy 25: 
 
 
Strategy 26:
 
 
 
 
 
Strategy 27:
 
Strategy 28:
 
 
 
Strategy 29: 
 
 
Strategy 30:
 
 
 
 
Strategy 31: 
 
 
 
Strategy 32:
 
:
 
Strategy 33:
 
Strategy 34:
 
Strategy 35:    

Develop employment information packages for local information sessions on labour force
requirements.
 
a) Liaise with Employment Service providers to review the register and provide clear direction of what
programs people are signed up to, and the case managers.
 
b) Site specific packages developed on labour requirement.
 
Employment information package targeting women in employment.
 
 
a) Planning with ADM Closure team – regarding Aboriginal labour requirements for Kununurra and
Legune, with employment information sessions run at ADM.
                                                                
b) Develop an employment register that sets a benchmark employment target for Stage 1 and aim to
have a workforce of local Aboriginal peoples.
 
Support the development of a local Work Ready program at Mud Springs.
 
To develop support mechanisms and career development opportunities to retain Aboriginal
employees, with flexible working arrangements enabling Aboriginal employees to meet their family,
community and cultural obligations.
 
Develop a mentoring / buddy program for new and existing Aboriginal employees, with staff
providing mentoring to receive formal training.
 
To proactively attract and recruit Aboriginal people through providing culturally appropriate and
flexible recruitment and selection processes, offering a range of avenues to long-term and
permanent positions (targeted recruitment, general recruitment, casual positions, scholarships,
traineeships, cadetships) across a range of qualification and organisational levels.
 
Develop an organisational cultural leave policy to allow Aboriginal employees to meet their work,
family and / or community obligations. Promote need for policy and how to implement the policy to
all PSD staff.
 
Review and enhance recruitment and selection processes so they are culturally appropriate to
increase the quality and number of Aboriginal people applying for and being successful in securing
positions.
 
Cardwell facility utilised as a training facility for supervisors to train employees on Legune.
 
Flexible part time positions on roster to support Aboriginal women employed.
 
PSD influence State, Territory and Commonwealth decision making about the impact of welfare on
employment outcomes, e.g. adequate Child  Care facilities and housing available.
 
 

PSD is committed to providing employment opportunities for local and other Aboriginal people and will

seek to convert jobs into career pathways.
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SEAFARMS 4  T IERS
OF  EMPLOYEES

Year  10 ; 1 1  o r  12  w i th  no  wo r k

h i s to r y

O R

unemp loyed  w i th  no  wo r k

h i s to r y

1. UNSKILLED

Year  10 ; 1 1  o r  12  w i th  a t  l eas t  1

yea r  o f  wo r k  h i s to r y

O R

3  yea r s  o f  wo r k  h i s to r y

Year  12  o r  TAFE  g raduate

O R

5  yea r s  o f  wo r k  h i s to r y

Un i ve r s i t y  g raduate

va r y i ng  yea r s  o f  wo r k  h i s to r y

2.SEMI -SKILLED

3.SKILLED 4. HIGHLY SKILLED

The  4  t i e r s  he lp s  Seafa rms  know how to

ta rge t  t ra i n i ng  as  a l l  t ra i n i ng  i s  comp le ted

on  the  j ob .
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Aboriginal employment in the 1st 

5 years 

10%

Aboriginal employment in the

2nd 5 years

15%

Aboriginal employment 10 years

onwards

25%

employment targets 10; 15 and 25% .

to actively seek to engage Local Aboriginal

People where they are appropriately

qualified and capable of carrying out the

work in a satisfactory manner.

provide the following order of preference

Native Title Holders;

Spouses (partners) of Native Title Holders;

Local Aboriginal people;

Other Aboriginal people.

apply the obligations and targets for all the

jobs in the whole Project. Including where

Seafarms uses another company to do work.

has  established commitments in respect to

employment outcomes which will be applied to

all other Seafarms sites. Best endeavors are

required by the Company to fulfill these

commitments.

 

Commitments include :

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Legune ILUA 

Financial Close 1st 5 years 2nd 5 years 10 years onwards

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
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The ILUA and employment 



Report

Overall Progress:

Seafarms Queensland is exceeding the targets for Aboriginal employment with 12% of its workforce being  either

Aboriginal or a Torres Strait Islander (data from 2019 Seafarms diversity survey)  

 

Employment pathways in Project Sea Dragon are numerous however, they can be categorised by two phases of the

Project 1) Construction 2) Operations. 

 

During the 'Construction Phase' Seafarms will not be directly employing staff - this is the Contractors

responsibility. They will also be responsible for all Human Resource matters and reporting requirements in relation to

Aboriginal employees. 

 

The 'Operational Phase' will see a mixture of employment models used including direct employment with Seafarms

and through Contractors. Recruitment of employees directly will refer to the established Seafarms 4 tiers model and

at all times, safety and attitude are the priorities.
 

General comment:

 

Partnerships with a number of Aboriginal employment focused organisations have occurred including Wunan Job

Services Centre (JSC), who are based in Kununurra. Wunan have a register of interested Aboriginal people,

including Legune Native Title Holders, who are interested in seeking employment during the Construction phase of

the Project. Additionally, Wunan have undertaken a series of 1 hour weekly workshops  in the Kununurra Seafarms

Office during 2019 to assist in resume and paperwork preparation ready for employment for example bank

accounts, tax file numbers etc. 

 

Regular consultation with the Legune ILUA Committee has resulted in a number of action items including a 12 month

employment plan as well as the creation of plain English materials and aids to explain Seafarms employment and

contracting processes.  

 

A cloud based reporting  system, ICN Analytics, has been customised for Project Sea Dragon. Contractors engaged

by Seafarms will use this system to report on their agreed targets on a regular basis. 

 

Strategy 27: Support the development of a local Work Ready program at Mud Springs. 

This strategy was funded in 2018 and is now complete. The success of the Project led to additional funding from the

Federal Government.

Recommendation for the future:

Focus Area 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategies
Strategy 27: Support the development of a local Work Ready program at Mud Springs is complete and is no
longer to be included in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy. 
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LEGUNE STAT ION NAT IVE T ITLE HOLDERS REACH
FIRST DEVELOPMENT MILESTONE.
 
THE PROGRAM TO COMPLETE AN UPGRADE OF
THE MARRALUM OUTSTAT ION ON LEGUNE
STAT ION,  100 KMS NORTH EAST OF KUNUNURRA
HAS OCCURRED.  
 
 

‘We are not waiting for government to do things for

us, we're getting on with developing  our

communities ourselves  .... 'e have used money from

our agreement with Seafarms to build and improve

our housing at Marralum so we can live out there

when jobs start at the prawn farm or with the

Northern Land Council 's proposed ranger program.

'

 

N A T I V E  T I T L E  H O L D E R ,  M A R C U S  S I M O N

S F G  A S X  A N N O U N C E M E N T  9 T H  D E C E M B E R

2 0 1 9  
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Marcus Simon working on upgrading the

outstation at Marralum 

Photo courtesy of the Northern Land Council.



TRAINING 
AND EDUCATION 

Strategy 36:
 
Strategy 37:
 
Strategy 38:
 
 
 
Strategy 39:
 
 
Strategy 40:  

PSD aims to increase training and education, including work-readiness training opportunities for local

Aboriginal people, to support its Aboriginal employment, contracting and procurement goals.

Provide apprenticeship opportunities.
 
Provide clear pathways to achieve university entrance and develop a graduate program.
 
Improve the engagement of young Aboriginal people in education and training, focusing on
pathways to higher education and employment. Provide information sessions to senior school
students and staff at local schools.
 
Identify training pathways for mature-aged Aboriginal workers to remain in or to enter the
workforce.
 
Implement a Ranger Training Program.
 

Report
General comment:
Seafarms established demonstrated skills pathway enables the recruitment of all 4 tiers of workers and the

recognition of relevant training entry points at an individual level.  Training is on the job with formalised VET training

and is customised for the individual’s role and career progression. Other ticketed training (e.g. forklift licences,

working at heights etc) are also undertaken on the job. Safety and attitude are the priorities.

 

Conceptual understanding of what 'on the job training' actually is has been low across all areas and sectors, possibly

due to the established work culture at the Project sites  is  1) gain training before being employed  2) gain

employment in that particular area of training no other. Seafarms employment/training model flips this training model

on its head 1) gain employment with Seafarms at the categorised entry level  2) training occurs on the job.

Overall Progress:

Recommendation for the future:

Discussions have commenced with Native Title Holders, Aboriginal organisations, stakeholders, school groups and

individuals to explain Seafarms established skills pathways and employment entry levels. 

 

Responsibility for Strategy 40 - the Ranger Training Program, no longer rests with Seafarms but with the Northern

Land Council. With the agreement of all parties Seafarms has a 10 year agreement with the Northern land Council for

the Ranger Training Program to be delivered through the Northern Land Council Caring for Country Program.  

Focus Area 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategies
Strategy 40 Implement a ranger training program: 
Strategy no longer rests with Seafarms and is not to be included in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement
Strategy. 
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SEAFARMS
TRA IN ING MODEL  

Seafarms uses the existing environment, tools, and skill training available in the workplace to train employees to do their

jobs—on the job.

 

The 4 tiers of employees helps Seafarms know how to train at the correct level for the person. Training and employment

go hand in hand, an example is provided below.

ON THE JOB TRAINING 

6 months - 1 year; 6 subjects

 

Must do subjects

1. Meet workplace health and safety requirements

2. Communicate in the seafood industry

 

Choose 4 of the following subjects  (examples

only to be confirmed closer to operations starting)

 

1. Carry out basic aquaculture activities 

2. Feed stock

3. Handle stock

4. Inspect and clean aquatic work equipment

5. Assemble and repair damaged netting

6. Assemble and load refrigerated product

7. Apply basic seafood handling and safety practices.

Certificate 1
Seafood Industry

N A T I O N A L L Y  A C C R E D I T E D  T A F E  C O U R S E

Reliability 

Team work

Communication

The job is 

Getting the ponds ready to stock  

Feeding the prawns

Harvesting the prawns

 

Important 

 

Pathways to other Seafarms jobs 

Yes - numerous.  

 

Aquaculture
Worker

 L E A R N I N G  W H I L S T  W O R K I N G

1. UNSKILLED
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  PR IORIT IES OF THE NAT IVE T ITLE HOLDERS IN  CARING FOR COUNTRY;   
  THE AREA THE RANGER GROUP WOULD OPERATE IN ;   
  THE SCOPE OF ACTIV IT IES UNDERTAKEN BY A RANGER GROUP;   
  INFRASTRUCTURE AND EQUIPMENT NEEDS;  AND  
  TRAIN ING AND EMPLOYMENT.

DETAILED PLANNING FOR THE RANGER TRAIN ING PROGRAM WILL  BE FACIL ITATED
BY THE NLC WORKING WITH THE NAT IVE T ITLE HOLDERS AND IN CONSIDERING SUCH
THINGS AS:
 

 

‘... we are confident that Seafarms' support for a Legune-

based Ranger group will result in long term and meaningful

cultural, environmental and employment opportunities for

Native Title olders in the region. '

 

C E O  O F  T H E  N O R T H E R N  L A N D  C O U N C I L

M A R I O N  S C R Y M G O U R

S F G  A S X  A N N O U N C E M E N T  3 0 T H  J U L Y  2 0 1 9

NLC Rangers learn new skills at the KLC Ranger Forum 2018

Garawa Ranger, Karen Noble, practicing patient lifting techniques with other rangers at the St Johns Ambulance workshop.

Photo courtesy of the Northern Land Council.
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CONTRACTING 

Strategy 41:
 
Strategy 42:
 
Strategy 43: 
 
Strategy 44:
 
Strategy 45: 
 
Strategy 46: 
 
Strategy 47:
 
Strategy 48: 
 
Strategy 49:
 
Strategy 50:
 
Strategy 51:   

PSD is focused on providing contracting opportunities for both Aboriginal businesses and for the criteria to

be applied to PSD contractors.

Engage a business consultant to work with the AES Business Group (ABG) for an initial 12 months.
 
Identify Aboriginal business and key success KPI’s for PSD and set targets.
 
Review contract schedule and prepare small contracts for local Aboriginal business.
 
Ensure businesses are business ready for contracts.
 
Register of local Aboriginal business that are business ready.
 
Become a member of Aboriginal Business Register (Supply Nation).
 
Information sessions on contracting opportunities.
 
Mentoring program developed.
 
Monitoring and reporting program developed.
 
Procurement processes developed.
 
Advertising of contracts through the relevant organisations.
 

Report
General comment:

Each site has a number of smaller work packages available permitting greater entry opportunities for local and

Aboriginal Contractors to occur.

Seafarms is not directly undertaking the Construction works, various Contractors are.

Each Contractor will be responsible for their Human Resources and any subcontractors (including wet/dry hire of

equipment).

Substantial work has been undertaken during the pre-construction phase of the Project to ensure that processes are

embedded within the Expression of Interest (EoI) and Tenderer phases. These processes strongly support and promote

contracting opportunities for Aboriginal businesses to occur and collectively address many of the above strategies.

 

Note 
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Report
Overall Progress:
 

The Expression of Interest (EoI) and Tender selection processes have Seafarms Aboriginal employment and business

model embedded within them. 

 

Seafarms has engaged Northern Territory Industry Capability Network (ICN) for the duration of the Project to

manage industry engagement and matching. Prior to work packages being released publicly, Project Sea Dragon

advises the Northern Land Council and Legune Native Title Holders. Work packages are released via the ICN project

page to commence an Expression of Interest processes. Following evaluation and shortlisting, the Request for

Tender phase commences and is managed directly by Project Sea Dragon. Unsuccessful shortlisted parties are

offered a debrief.

 

Native Title Holder and Aboriginal businesses are given a weighting preference in relation to works however they

must be commercially competitive and competent.

 

NT ICN and Project Sea Dragon have developed a register of interested contractors /suppliers and will be

promoting the ICN Aboriginal Content Finder (a cloud based system) to potential Contractors. Seafarms strongly

encourages all Aboriginal Contractors to register with ICN.

 

Seafarms has become an Associate of NT IBN. The Associate Membership is for any business that does not meet the

criteria for Certified membership, however supports Indigenous business and/or Indigenous employment. We are

also working on a case by case basis and referring businesses to Many Rivers and/or Morrgul who both offer free

support in relation to business development and ongoing business support to Aboriginal people. 

 

 
 

Recommendation for the future:

Focus Area 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategies
Strategy 41: Engage a business consultant to work with the AES Business Group (ABG) for an initial 12 months 
 
Seafarms will review the need of Strategy 41 in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy.
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Actively seek to
contract qualified
Local Aboriginal
Businesses

The Legune ILUA 

The ILUA, contracting and
business development

Contract with any local Aboriginal business
where in relation to contracts for contract values
of $500,000 or less for goods or services on the
ILUA Area either by direct arrangement, where
there is one pre-qualified local Aboriginal
business ready and willing to provide the goods
or services

Open tender, where, pre-qualified local
Aboriginal business ready and willing  to provide
the goods or services, in which case Seafarms
must afford an additional positive weighting to
local Aboriginal businesses.

Preference the engagement of local Aboriginal
businesses that are owned in whole or part by:

Apply the obligations and targets for all the
works in the whole Project. Including where
Seafarms uses another company to do work.

has  established commitments in respect to
contracting and business outcomes which will be
applied to all other Seafarms sites. Best endeavors
are required by the Company to fulfill these
commitments.
 
Commitments include:
 

 
OR 

 

 

1.  Native Title Holders;
2. Spouses (partners) of Native Title Holders;
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F IRST CONTRACT TO
ALLAN K ING & SONS
CONSTRUCTION PTY LTD
(AKSC).
 
AKSC FORMALISED A
CONSORTIUM
AGREEMENT WITH
NORTHERN TERRITORY
BASED TRADIT IONAL
OWNER COMPANY,
LEGUNE CONSTRUCTION
LTD,  FOR
CONSTRUCTION
WORKS ON LEGUNE

‘the NLC welcomes this announcement, which

shows that Seafarms is genuinely committed

to local and Aboriginal business

development. 

 

The consortium is an example of how

Aboriginal‐controlled entities can grow their

skills, experience and become increasingly

competitive operators. It is great that

Seafarms has recognised the potential of the

consortium. With an operator as experienced

as Allan King, it’s really a win‐win situation for

everyone.'

C E O  O F  T H E  N O R T H E R N  L A N D  C O U N C I L , J O E  M O R R I S O N

S F G  A S X  A N N O U N C E M E N T ,

2 0 T H  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 8

Allan King Construction signing the Consortium Agreement with Legune Constructions

2018,  Darwin, NT. Photo courtesy of the Northern Land Council.
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BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Strategy 52:
 
Strategy 53:
 
 
Strategy 54: 
 
Strategy 55:
 
Strategy 56: 
 
Strategy 57: 
 

PSD will support business development for local Aboriginal-owned and/or operated businesses.

Develop an AES Business Group (ABG) to support local Aboriginal business development.
 
ABG to meet to progress the matters identified as their responsibility for local Aboriginal business
development.
 
Scan existing businesses and potential businesses that can be developed.
 
Increase local Aboriginal business opportunities connected to PSD operations.
 
PSD to provide a business development facilitator.
 
Business development facilitator to provide support to local Aboriginal businesses.
 
 

Overall Progress:

leveraging of existing local service providers that support business development, specifically those who have a

mandate for supporting Aboriginal businesses; Many Rivers and Morrgul are two such examples.  

encouraging Aboriginal persons and businesses to engage with established Aboriginal business networks including

NT IBN whose purpose is to strengthen the capacity of Indigenous Businesses and bring a representative voice to

issues affecting Indigenous Businesses in the Northern Territory. 

encouraging Aboriginal businesses to register via the ICN website.

encouraging the use of Aboriginal businesses through our EOI and Tender processes.

  

Seafarms made significant progress in establishing business development support structures these include:

 

 

Report

Focus Area 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategies
Strategy 52: Develop an AES Business Group (ABG) to support local Aboriginal business development.
Strategy 53: ABG to meet to progress the matters identified as their responsibility for local Aboriginal business
development. 
 
Seafarms will review the need of Strategy 52 and 53 in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy.
 
 

Recommendation for the future:
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RECONCILIATION

 
Strategy 58:
 
Strategy 59:
 
Strategy 60: 
 
Strategy 61: 
 
Strategy 62:
 
Strategy 63: 
 
Strategy 64: 
 
Strategy 65:
 
Strategy 66: 

PSD will play its part in closing the gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians to advance

national reconciliation objectives.

Develop and implement the AES.
 
Develop and implement a Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP). 
 
Establish a working group that includes Aboriginal employees to develop the RAP.
 
Actively promote the respect and appreciation of Aboriginal culture.
 
Increase the number of Aboriginal peoples employed.
 
Improve training and education options for Aboriginal peoples.
 
Increase the number and value of Aboriginal contracts.
 
Support Aboriginal businesses development.
 
Raise the visibility and profile of Aboriginal employees and issues in the workplace.
 

Report
General comment:

Pre-construction phase

Construction phase

Operational phase 

The development and implementation of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy (AES) is now incorporated into Project

Sea Dragon's normal business operations. However, to implement the recommended strategies with rigor and

sincerity consultation and input is required from those who the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy is for - the local

Aboriginal community. Consequently it is proposed that strategies are mapped and implemented at appropriate

phases of the Project, these being

 

 

 

Some of the strategies mapped to 'Reconciliation' formally rest in other areas of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy

including employment, contracting and business development. It is also noted that there are some strategies that

have been duplicated as they have been identified in other Focus Areas.
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monitoring, reporting and timelines being placed against each strategy. 

the deletion of two (2) focus areas due to their intent being incorporated into other areas of the Strategy and/or no
strategies being set against them in the initial document:

Legislation
Continuous Improvement 

the deletion of strategies that are completed and/or no longer relevant, due to being overtaken by events or further
consultation. 

the integration of strategies that have the same intent which are duplicated.

Focus Area : 
Ensure the Focus Area Statement encompasses all Seafarms sites.
 
Strategy:    
Strategy 58 : Develop and Implement the AES
It is recommended a greater focused approach occurs in future iterations of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy as the
document would benefit from 
 

 

 

 

Recommendation for the future:

 PAGE 25NLC CEO and Bernadette Simon, Legune Native Title Holder 

LUA Signing, August 2017. 

Photo courtesy of the Northern Land Council.



CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
PSD is committed to the continuous improvement of Aboriginal engagement strategies.

No strategies provided in the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy.
 

General comment:
This report constitutes a formal review of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy. Seafarms will review the Aboriginal

Engagement Strategy every two -three years or before if there are significant milestones reached which necessitate

additional changes. 

 

Seafarms will report annually on the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy and, as part of continuous improvement, we will

ensure any legislative changes will be captured.

 

Recommendation for the future:

Report

Overall Progress:

ICN Analytics which will collate data from Contractors in relation to Aboriginal employees and businesses engaged.

  

Identified and implemented monitoring processes to be used during Construction, specifically:

 

Aboriginal Engagement Strategy :  Critically assessed and made recommendations to sharpen the various Focus Areas

and Strategies within the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy.

 

Strategy :  
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Focus Area 
Not required as a Focus Area within the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy as undertaken as part of Seafarms
continuous improvement which is an embedded business process.
 
Strategies
To introduce monitoring and reporting strategies in future reviews of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy. 
 



Seafarms  would like to thank DM Management who undertook the initial consultation and document formation
of the Aboriginal Engagement Strategy for Project Sea Dragon in 2017.

 
All information and photographs within this document remain for the sole use of Seafarms.

 
Cover photograph:

 Hands belong to Desiree Simon, Jarrajarran Native Title Holder for Legune Station.
 Thank you Desiree for allowing Seafarms to use your image.


